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Abstract
Dementia often manifests in dialog through specific behaviors such as requesting clarification,
communicating repetitive ideas, and stalling,
prompting conversational partners to probe or
otherwise attempt to elicit information. Dialog act (DA) sequences can have predictive
power for dementia detection through their potential to capture these meaningful interaction
patterns. However, most existing work in this
space relies on content-dependent features, raising questions about their generalizability beyond small reference sets or across different
cognitive tasks. In this paper, we adapt an existing DA annotation scheme for two different
cognitive tasks present in a popular dementia
detection dataset. We show that a DA tagging
model leveraging neural sentence embeddings
and other information from previous utterances
and speaker tags achieves strong performance
for both tasks. We also propose content-free
interaction features and show that they yield
high utility in distinguishing dementia and control subjects across different tasks. Our study
provides a step toward better understanding
how interaction patterns in spontaneous dialog affect cognitive modeling across different
tasks, which carries implications for the design
of non-invasive and low-cost cognitive health
monitoring tools for use at scale.
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Introduction

A recent surge of interest in automated assessment
of cognitive health within the speech and language
processing communities (Zhu et al., 2019; Di Palo
and Parde, 2019; Farzana and Parde, 2020; Luz
et al., 2020, 2021) has spurred the development of
high-performing diagnostic models. These models
carry the potential for substantial real-world positive impact, offering an affordable and accessible
healthcare screening solution for individuals who
may otherwise be under-served (Petti et al., 2020).
However, recent cognitive assessment models have
generally been constrained to specific tasks, each

with their own characteristics and requirements.
Although this facilitates the development of models that excel at their target task (e.g., predicting
which users have Alzheimer’s disease in a picture
description task (Luz et al., 2020)), it creates challenges in building generalizable knowledge about
the complex relationship between linguistic or verbal behavior and cognitive status. It can be unclear
which findings are task-specific, and which may be
applicable to different tasks in related settings.
In this work, we set out to provide clarity regarding the generalizability of a category of features
that have held promise for task-specific cognitive
assessment. Specifically, we examine facets of individuals’ interaction patterns, which have been
recognized as predictive of Alzheimer’s disease or
related dementia (AD) in sociolinguistic studies
(Orange et al., 1996; Elsey et al., 2015; Hamilton,
1994) and proved informative for automatically detecting AD in task-specific settings (Nasreen et al.,
2021; Mirheidari et al., 2019). We do so by adapting an existing dialog act (DA) annotation scheme
(Bunt, 2006; Farzana et al., 2020), previously used
to analyze dialogs from AD and control participants, to two distinct cognitive tasks and study subjects’ interactions across tasks. We also examine
the use of interaction features derived from these
DA tags in dementia detection models to assess
their task-agnostic utility in this domain. Our key
contributions are as follows:
• We adapt a DA annotation scheme for two
cognitive tasks in a popular dementia detection corpus and present comparative analyses
of subjects’ interaction patterns across tasks.
• We develop a DA tagging model using this
scheme and show that it achieves strong performance (F1 =0.82) when trained on both
tasks jointly. The model leverages neural sentence embeddings, part-of-speech (POS) tags,
previous utterances, and speaker information

to make its predictions.
• We propose a set of content-free interaction
features for task-agnostic dementia detection
and show that they yield high utility in distinguishing between dementia and control subjects across different tasks.
We describe these contributions further in the
remainder of this paper. In §2, we review relevant
background to position our work within the broader
research landscape. In §3, we present our methods for modeling DA sequences using the selected
DA scheme (§3.1) and developing task-agnostic
interaction features within this domain (§3.2). We
describe our data in §4, our experiments in §5, and
our results in §6, before concluding in §7.
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2.1

Background
Interaction Patterns and AD Detection

Conversation analysis has proved to be effective
for detecting dementia and tracking its progression
through the study of user intent, clarification and
verbal disfluency frequency, and other discourse
cues (Mirheidari et al., 2019; Orange et al., 1996;
Farzana et al., 2022). Speech-based interaction
features like average turn duration, total turn duration, and average number of words per minute
have been utilized to model conversation dynamics
in the context of AD detection (Luz et al., 2020).
However, many of these features are task-specific,
and focus only on the participants’ part of the dialog. Nonetheless, fine-grained analysis of questionanswer ratio has been the focus of several studies
showing promising performance on dementia detection (Hamilton, 1994; Varela Suárez, 2018).
Dialog act-based conversation analysis was first
introduced by Farzana et al. (2020), capturing the
interaction patterns from DementiaBank’s (Becker
et al., 1994) semi-structured picture description
task in terms of different DAs from both the subject and interviewer. Similar corpus analyses on the
Carolinas Conversation Collection (CCC) (Pope
and Davis, 2011) by Nasreen et al. (2019) observed that interaction patterns like signal nonunderstanding and clarifying questions are more
evident in cognitively challenged subjects than
healthy controls, and leveraged DA features to
model dementia detection (Nasreen et al., 2021).
Speaker turn sequence processing has also previously been used to model intervention patterns
(Sarawgi et al., 2020), and leveraging acoustic,

linguistic, and fusion features to represent conversations between interviewers and participants
has shown promising performance in AD detection
(Pérez-Toro et al., 2021). Most of these experiments have been evaluated on task-specific corpora,
including semi-structured cognitive screening interviews like the picture description task (Roth, 2011)
or more open-ended tasks in which subjects talk
about their health (Pope and Davis, 2011)). Modeling task-agnostic linguistic anomalies to detect
dementia from casual conversations has been studied very recently (Li et al., 2022), although this
work did not extend its study to interaction style.
2.2

DA Tagging and AD Detection

DA recognition is known to be a complex problem, and many approaches ranging from multiclass/multilabel classification to structured prediction have sought to tackle it (Stolcke et al., 2000;
Yang et al., 2009). Performing DA classification
effectively enables the development of high-quality
natural language dialogue systems (Higashinaka
et al., 2014). Previously, a context-aware deep
neural model leveraging a hierarchical recurrent
network and self attention mechanism (Raheja and
Tetreault, 2019) achieved state-of-the-art performance in DA tagging on the SWDA corpus (Jurafsky et al., 1997), a standard benchmark for this
task.
Most DA tagging corpora are highly imbalanced,
so a crucial shortcoming of most high-performing
DA tagging models is that in focusing on improving overall performance, they end up performing
poorly on rare class DAs. These DA classes can
be critical for modeling conversations in cognitive health screening tasks (Farzana et al., 2020;
Nasreen et al., 2021). Thus, DA tagging models
tailored more specifically for AD detection settings
may be needed to facilitate sufficient understanding
and analysis of interaction patterns.

3
3.1

Methods
DA Tagging Model

Our initial dialogue act recognition model trained
on Farzana et al. (2020)’s Cookie-Theft DA dataset
is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) adapted from a
model introduced in prior work (Martínek et al.,
2021). Each utterance, consisting of a variable
number of words, is first encoded into a single pretrained 1024-dimensional sentence embedding vector using a BERT Large (Reimers and Gurevych,

trigram sequences of DA tags. To avoid sparsity,
we filtered these n-grams based on their training
set frequency differences between the AD and nonAD classes (i.e., only DA n-grams for which the
between-class training set frequency differed by
≥ 5 were retained). To represent turn-taking patterns, we computed the following based on timing
signatures from the transcripts:
Figure 1: DA Tagging model architecture.

• Average Turn Duration: The average length
of a participant’s turn, in milliseconds.
2019) encoder. As shown in Figure 1, our model
computes two such vectors, respectively, for the
context and current utterances. These vectors are
concatenated and passed along as input to the MLP.
We also incorporate utterance-wise part-of-speech
(POS) tags generated using the pre-trained Stanford CoreNLP parser (Qi et al., 2020). To do so,
we feed sequences of POS tags for the current and
contextual utterance through an LSTM and concatenate its output with the previously computed
semantic representation as shown in Figure 1.
We also add a speaker information vector indicating the speaker for a given utterance. We compute
one speaker vector each for the current and context
utterances and concatenate them with the previously created representation, ultimately resulting
in a concatenation of numerous input vectors (utterances, POS sequences, and speaker tags) that
is fed to the dense layer of the MLP, followed by
the output layer. Following the training procedures
later described in §5.1, we perform DA tagging
experiments on two AD detection tasks separately
and in a joint setting. In doing so, we seek to
investigate the following topics pertaining to DA
prediction: (1) the model’s ability to generalize
when predicting DAs for two different cognitive
tasks, provided that the tasks share some common
nuances in interaction style, yet differ in linguistic traits and overall objectives; and (2) the extent
to (and ways in) which prediction accuracy for
rare DAs differs when the model is trained jointly
with a class-weighted loss function versus when
the model is trained separately on single tasks.
3.2

AD Detection Features

To investigate the effects of interaction patterns on
AD detection performance in numerous cognitive
tasks, we made use of the DA tags as well as turnbased features, following their earlier success in
prior work (Nasreen et al., 2021). We represented
local interaction patterns as unigram, bigram, and

• Total Duration: The length of the full conversation (in milliseconds) between the participant and interviewer.
• Normalized Turn Switch: The average number of turn switches per minute (e.g., a minute
of dialog with the turn sequence (Participant
→ Interviewer → Interviewer → Participant)
would have two turn switches).
• Average Words/Minute: The average number of words spoken in a minute of recorded
speech.
These features may provide valuable clues regarding the interaction patterns and approximate
flow of communication in a given dialog. All
turn-taking features were extracted using timings
recorded for each utterance in the transcripts. Finally, we also incorporated ratio-based features to
measure other aspects of the interaction patterns.
We included the following ratio-based features:
• Question Ratio: The number of DAs tagged
as Request:Clarification or Question:General
from participants, normalized by all DA tags
in the dialog.
• Answer Ratio: The number of DAs tagged
as Answer:General, Answer:Yes, Answer:No,
or Acknowledgement by an interviewer, normalized by all DA tags in the dialog.
These features were designed to capture various aspects of global interaction patterns that may
have been missed by other feature groups, and have
also shown promise in prior work on specific tasks
(Nasreen et al., 2021; Khodabakhsh et al., 2015).

4
4.1

Data
Data Sources

We evaluated our DA tagging and AD detection
models on two tasks in a subset of DementiaBank

Cookie

Fluency

Gender

M=45, F=52

M=9, F=8

Age

90.29±35.01

66.47±8.41

Education

13.10 ±2.65

12.59±2.99

Onset Age

65.31±8.64

63.88±8.23

Table 1: Demographic information for both tasks.
Cookie refers to the picture description task, and Fluency refers to the verbal fluency task. Education is in
years. The onset age is the age of a participant when
first diagnosed with AD.

known as the Pitt corpus (Becker et al., 1994). DementiaBank is a large database encompassing corpora pertaining to dementia submitted by numerous
contributors around the globe. It includes corpora
in multiple languages, spanning multiple cognitive
tasks. The Pitt corpus is an English-language subset containing longitudinal dementia and control
audiorecordings and associated transcripts for four
language tasks, including picture description, verbal fluency, sentence construction, and story recall.
We selected the picture description and verbal fluency tasks for our experiments.
The picture description task, known formally as
the Cookie Theft Picture Description Task (Roth,
2011), is the most commonly studied task in research towards automated dementia detection, serving as the focus of two popular challenges in 2020
(Luz et al., 2020) and 2021 (Luz et al., 2021). It includes semi-structured interviews between an interviewer and a subject belonging to one of two groups
(AD or non-AD). The subject is instructed to describe the contents of an eventful picture featuring,
among other things, a child stealing a cookie. Previously, Farzana et al. (2020) annotated 100 transcripts from this dataset spanning 1616 utterances
with 26 DA tags. The DA classes were adapted
from the ISO Standard 24617-2 (Bunt, 2006) DA
scheme, with the addition of 8 task-specific DAs.
The second task, designed to assess verbal fluency, features dialog between a participant and an
interviewer. In the first segment of the interview,
the participant is prompted to utter as many animal
names as they can in one minute. In the second
segment, they are instructed to utter as many words
starting with f as they can within one minute.
For AD detection using the DA tags, we filtered
the dataset such that each subject had one conver-

# Conversations
Total Utterances
Average Duration
Words/Minute

Cookie

Fluency

97
1569
672.43
623.16

17
760
147.29
300.19

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for both tasks. Duration is
in seconds, averaged across the number of conversations
in the task.

sation.1 We excluded three annotated conversations from Farzana et al. (2020)’s Cookie-Theft DA
corpus, since two of the conversations belonged
to a repeated participant (in different years) and
the other’s participant overlapped with one also
present in the verbal fluency task. Altogether, our final dataset included 97 conversations (non-AD=46,
AD=51) from the picture description task, and 17
(non-AD=2, AD=15) from the fluency task.2 The
annotations are available for the research community3 for further followup work, and can be used
after separately gaining access to DementiaBank.4
Table 1 presents demographic statistics and Table
2 presents descriptive statistics for each task.
4.2

Data Annotation

Although we were able to use the existing DA tags
from Cookie-Theft DA directly, we manually annotated the 17 transcripts from the verbal fluency task
with corresponding DAs. We followed the same
guidelines established by Farzana et al. (2020),
with minor task-specific adjustments. Specifically,
we replaced the 8 task-specific DA tags corresponding to core topics in the cookie theft picture (denoted with labels Answer:t1–Answer:t8 in
Cookie-Theft DA) with two task-specific DA tags
more closely aligned with the verbal fluency task;
namely, Answer:Topic1 and Answer:Topic2. Answer:Topic1 is assigned to utterances in which participants refer to animal names, and Answer:Topic2
is assigned to utterances in which participants say
words beginning with the letter f. We distinguished
these tags from one another to facilitate easy sepa1
Since the Pitt corpus contains longitudinal data, some
subjects have multiple entries for the same task, from initial
and follow-up visits.
2
We annotated 17 transcripts from verbal fluency task in
DementiaBank, which is an imbalanced corpus with 2 and 239
transcripts from the non-AD and AD classes respectively, to
avoid having a huge class imbalance in our resulting dataset.
3
https://nlp.lab.uic.edu/resources/
4
https://dementia.talkbank.org/

DA

Label

Example

Ratio

Q UESTION :
G ENERAL

qg

do you know
other types?

<0.1

Q UESTION :
R EFLEXIVE

qr

a bird?

<0.1

A NSWER :
Y ES

ay

yeah that’s
fine

<0.1

A NSWER :
NO

an

I don’t know

<0.1

A NSWER :
G ENERAL

ag

gosh I can’t
think of it

<0.1

is

words that
begin with f

0.2

S UGGEST.

sg

just keep
naming them

<0.1

ACK .

ak

okay good

0.1

R EQUEST:
C LAR .

rc

did I say
facts?

<0.1

F EEDBACK :
R EFLEXIVE

fr

no that’s not
an animal

<0.1

S TALLING

sl

oh let’s see

<0.1

OTHER

or

&=laughs

<0.1

A NSWER :
T OPIC

at

uh dog, &hm
oh a fence

0.5

I NSTRUC TION

presents example labeled utterances from our new
Verbal Fluency DA corpus with a variety of DA
tags.

5

Experiment

We conducted two core sets of experiments in this
work. In the first set (§5.1), we evaluated the performance of our DA tagging model (described in
§3.1) at correctly assigning labels from our annotation scheme to utterances in the picture description
and verbal fluency tasks. In the second (§5.2), we
measured the performance of features designed to
capture meaningful interaction patterns using these
DAs when leveraged in a dementia detection task.
5.1

Table 3: DAs with non-zero frequency in our Verbal
Fluency DA dataset, with examples. For DA tagging
and AD detection, we reduce the task-specific DAs in
both tasks to Answer:Topic. Ratio indicates the specified
DA’s frequency ratio for the verbal fluency task.

ration of tasks in later analyses.
Two graduate students annotated these transcripts adhering to the annotation guidelines published by Farzana et al. (2020), with new amendments added for the task-specific DA classes, after
an initial training session with a practice transcript.
They achieved strong inter-annotator agreement,
as measured using Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960)
with a score of κ = 0.79. The annotations were
collected using the INCEpTION framework (Klie
et al., 2018), a free, user-friendly, web-based annotation interface with built-in support for adjudication and assessment of inter-annotator agreement.
Disagreements were forwarded to a third-party, expert adjudicator for final label selection. Table 3

DA Tagging

To evaluate the performance of our DA tagging
model, we devised a series of experimental conditions featuring different components of interest in
our study:
• N O -C ONTEXT: The current utterance embedding. This was used as our baseline model.
• n E MB .: An utterance embedding history of
length n is passed to the DA prediction model.
For example, when n = 1, the current utterance is passed to the model, and when n = 2,
the previous utterance is used as context along
with the current one.
• n POS: A POS embedding history of length
n is passed to the DA prediction model. For
example, when n = 1, the POS tag sequence for the current utterance is passed to
the model, and when n = 2, the POS tags
for the previous utterance are used as context
along with the current sequence.
• n S PK .: A speaker history of length n is
passed to the DA prediction model. For example, when n = 1, the current speaker tag
is passed to the model, and when n = 2, the
speaker tag for the previous utterance is used
as context along with the current speaker tag.
Studying performance under these different conditions allowed us to develop a fuller understanding of the contributions of individual components.
To implement our DA tagging model, we used a
neural network backbone with the fine-tuned hyperparameters: learning rate = 0.001, Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015), batch size = 32, epoch

Feature

Details

Features

Joint

Cookie

Fluency

Unigram

(I_Instruction),
(P_Request:Clarification)

1 E MB . (N O
C ONTEXT )

0.77

0.82

0.71

Bigram

(P_Request:Clarification +
I_Answer:General), (P_Stalling
+ I_Acknowledgment)

1 E MB . & 1
POS & 1 S PK .

0.77

0.82

0.73

2 E MB .

0.81

0.84

0.74

Trigram

(I_Instruction +
P_Request:Clarification +
I_Answer:General)

2 E MB . & 2
POS & 2 S PK .

0.81

0.83

0.74

Question Ratio, Answer Ratio,
Average Turn Duration,
Normalized Turn Switch, Total
Duration, Average Words/Minute

1 E MB . & 1 POS

0.78

0.82

0.70

Ratio +
TurnTaking

2 E MB . & 2 POS

0.79

0.84

0.75

1 E MB . & 1
S PK .

0.78

0.81

0.74

2 E MB . & 2
S PK .

0.82

0.85

0.75

Table 4: Interaction pattern features for AD detection.
Durations are in milliseconds (ms).

= 300, and early stopping criteria min δ = 0.0001.
We used a class-weighted categorical cross-entropy
loss, since our class labels (for both the picture description and verbal fluency tasks) are imbalanced.
Our utterance embeddings were computed using
the nli-bert-large (Conneau et al., 2017) model
with an embedding dimension of 1024 from the
HuggingFace sentence-transformers library.
Finally, to capture our DA tagging model’s ability to generalize, we also compared three versions
of each condition. Specifically, we trained and
evaluated the DA tagger on the picture description
and verbal fluency tasks separately, and then we
also trained and evaluated a joint model using data
from both the tasks combined. This allowed us to
empirically validate the feasibility of this model
in several settings for later use in extracting AD
detection features.
5.2

AD Detection

To evaluate the impact of our interaction features on
classifying AD status in a task-agnostic setting, we
performed experiments considering the following
conditions:
• A LL: This condition utilizes all features included in Table 4 and described previously.
• N-G RAM: This condition includes all features in the rows corresponding to unigrams,
bigrams, and trigrams in Table 4.
• N-G RAM + T URN -TAKING: This condition

Table 5: 10-fold cross-validation DA tagging results
with micro-averaged F1 scores on the picture description
(Cookie), verbal fluency (Fluency) and joint tasks.

includes the union of all n-gram and interaction features listed in Table 4.
• N-G RAM + R ATIO: This condition includes
the union of all n-gram and ratio features
listed in Table 4.
We implemented our AD detection model using
a random forest classifier (rfc) with the following
hyperparameters: number of estimators=100, max
depth=10. We selected this model from among a
pool of it and two other feature-based classification
models (support vector models with polynomial
and radial basis functions, respectively) based on
preliminary performance validation experiments.
Our choice of a feature-based classifier rather than
more complex (and potentially higher-performing)
neural network alternatives was driven by our need
for easy interpretability, to analyze and compare
features in task-agnostic settings.

6
6.1

Results
DA Tagging

We summarize the results of our DA prediction
experiments in Table 5, comparing all conditions
earlier described in §5.1. For the n E MB ., n
POS, and n S PK . conditions, we use values of
n ∈ {1, 2}. We limited our experiment to include
only the immediate previous context (n = 2) since

Accuracy

Precision
AD HC

Recall
AD HC

AD

F1
HC

BASELINE

0.58

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.73

0.00

A LL

0.79

0.80

.77

0.85

0.71

0.82

0.74

N-G RAM

0.68

0.72

0.63

0.74

0.60

0.73

0.62

N-G RAM +
T URN -TAKING

0.74

0.76

0.70

0.79

0.67

0.78

0.68

N-G RAM + R ATIO

0.71

0.76

0.65

0.73

0.69

0.74

0.67

Table 6: Five-fold cross-validation results, for models jointly trained on the picture description and verbal fluency
tasks using gold-annotated DA tags. The baseline model predicted the most frequent class for each instance.

that contributed the strongest performance boost in
prior research (Nasreen et al., 2021; Farzana et al.,
2020). Our baseline model (N O C ONTEXT) yielded
micro-averaged F1 scores of F1 =0.77, F1 =0.82, and
F1 =0.71 on the joint, picture description, and verbal fluency training settings, respectively. The performance of F1 =0.82 for the picture description setting exceeds that of the highest-performing benchmarking model reported by Farzana et al. (2020).
The results were further improved by adding
contextual information from previous utterances
(2 E MB .), achieving scores of F1 =0.81, F1 =0.84,
and F1 =0.74 on the joint, picture description,
and verbal fluency training settings, respectively.
Adding the previous utterance’s POS sequences
and speaker tag (2 E MB . & 2 POS & 2 S PK .)
did not offer noticeable advantages beyond this,
with nearly equivalent performance. Overall, we
observe the strongest performance when contextual embeddings and speaker tags are used without
contextual part-of-speech sequences (2 E MB . & 2
S PK .), achieving scores of F1 =0.82, F1 =0.85, and
F1 =0.75 on the joint, picture description, and verbal fluency training settings, respectively.
When comparing training settings, we observe
that the picture description setting consistently
achieves the highest performance, followed by the
joint setting and finally the verbal fluency setting.
This makes sense intuitively. The verbal fluency
dataset was the smallest, and its size may have
interfered with the DA prediction model’s ability
to derive meaningful information from the feature
set. The joint dataset was the largest, but it may
have struggled to effectively distinguish between
class traits that manifested differently in different
tasks. The picture description task is the most wellstudied, and the only one for which benchmarking

results were available (Farzana et al., 2020). We
note that all of our models exceeded Farzana et al.
(2020)’s strongest benchmark (F1 =0.77).
6.2

AD Detection

We summarize the results of our AD detection experiments in Table 6. For these results, we employed the joint corpus and used a five-fold crossvalidation training and evaluation setting, comparing the different feature combinations outlined in
§5.2. We report precision, recall, and F1 for each
class (AD and healthy control participants without
AD, referred to as HC), as well as overall accuracy.
We observe the highest performance under the A LL
condition, with per-class F1 scores of F1 =0.82 and
F1 =0.74 for the AD and HC classes, respectively,
and an overall accuracy of 0.79. This provides
evidence of meaningful contributions from all interaction features when used in a task-agnostic AD
detection setting.
All AD detection models exceeded the baseline
condition (predicting the most frequent class, AD,
in all cases). When combined with the DA tag
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, the turn-taking
features (accuracy=0.74) outperformed the ratiobased features (accuracy=0.71), although both
added utility beyond the DA tag n-grams alone
(accuracy=0.68). At a per-class level, performance
for the AD class exceeded that of the control class;
this was expected given that the dataset included a
higher percentage of AD than HC participants.
6.3

Discussion

The results observed from the AD detection experiments clearly suggest that features based on
content-free interaction patterns are helpful for dementia detection classifiers in task-agnostic set-

1.0
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Class-wise DA tags prediction in NO-CONTEXT condition

Class-wise DA tags prediction for joint task

class Cookie
class Joint
class Fluency

class NO-CONTEXT
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Figure 2: Comparison of class-wise recall of DA tags in
the N O C ONTEXT condition for all three tasks.
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Figure 3: Comparison of class-wise recall of DA tags in
the 2 E MB . 2 S PK . condition for all three tasks.

tings. Using only these features, our AD detection
model was able to achieve performance comparable
to that seen with content-driven, task-specific alternatives (Luz et al., 2020; Di Palo and Parde, 2019).
This holds exciting implications for downstream diagnostic or assessment applications, which may be
able to leverage these more general features rather
than retraining models for new tasks.
To further understand the performance of our DA
prediction model and examine the extent to which
automated DA tags can support AD detection, we
conducted additional error analyses. Specifically,
we investigated model outcomes for different DA
tags in the baseline (N O C ONTEXT) and highestperforming conditions across the picture description, verbal fluency, and joint task settings. We illustrate the findings from these analyses in Figures
2, 3, and 4. Overall, we observed poor recall scores
(Figure 2 and 3) for the Request:Clarification (rc)
tag in both models across all tasks. This may be
because rc utterances can be easily confused with
Question:Reflexive (qr) or Question:General (qg)
tags since they carry similar linguistic and syntactic characteristics (Farzana et al., 2020). Although
these question types differ in their intent (rc conveys follow-up questions or lack of understanding
of specific prior context, whereas qr is observed in

qg

qr

ay

an

ag

is

or

DA Tags

ak

rc

fr

sl

at

Figure 4: Comparison of class-wise recall of DA tags in
N O -C ONTEXT vs. 2 E MB . 2 S PK . for the joint task.

think-aloud scenarios during which subjects question themselves and qg is most commonly seen
in out-of-context queries), they ultimately all seek
information in some form.
When comparing the N O C ONTEXT and highestperforming conditions across all tasks, we also observed that, surprisingly, adding prior context was
not always beneficial. In the case of rc specifically,
performance degrades when the previous speaker
tag and utterance embedding are added, primarily
in the verbal fluency task. The same pattern holds
true for qg in the verbal fluency task, and qr in the
picture description task.
Nonetheless, prior context boosts model performance (or has no negative impact) on a variety
of DA classes across tasks. Figure 4 captures the
effect of having speaker tags and utterance embeddings both for the current and previous utterance, and shows increases in recall for Instruction
(is), Other (or), Acknowledgement (ak), Answer:No
(an), and Answer:General (ag); we note that these
dialog classes in general are associated with utterances that are strongly situated in context. For
example, Instructions may differ in form depending on how they are received, and Answer:General
and Answer:No are mostly uttered in the context of
a question in the previous utterance. Utterances labeled as Other are mostly out-of-context statements
or non-verbal expressions made by participants,
and therefore the inclusion of speaker information
is helpful in understanding these utterances.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we studied the extent to which automated analyses of interaction patterns can be leveraged for task-agnostic dementia detection. To do
so, we adapted a DA annotation scheme for two different cognitive tasks. We then presented a contextaware DA tagging model that uses transfer learning

from pre-trained sentence embeddings to compute
rich representations of utterances, paired with linguistic features (POS sequences) and speaker tags.
The model achieved scores of F1 =0.75, F1 =0.85,
and F1 =0.82 in a verbal fluency, picture description, and joint task, respectively. We find that although performance is low for some rare-class DAs,
adding context information and speaker tags boosts
performance in several cases.
To test the utility of interaction patterns as
content-free features, we generate features based
on these DA tags and other interaction characteristics. We use these to train a random forest classifier
for task-agnostic AD detection and achieve strong
performance on a joint dataset of picture description and verbal fluency dialogs. These interpretable
interaction features in cognitive health screening
tasks show promising performance in AD detection. In the future, we will extend this work to
create a more balanced (across tasks and AD vs.
non-AD classes) cognitive screening dataset, to further test the boundaries to which these results may
generalize. These findings will allow us to outline
a guiding principal for designing dialog agents for
virtual interviewing in the cognitive health screening domain.
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